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Abstract In the early days of web search, a study by Craswell et al. [11] showed
that anchor texts are particularly helpful ranking features for navigational queries
and a study by Eiron and McCurley [24] showed that anchor texts closely resemble the characteristics of queries and that retrieval against anchor texts yields
more homogeneous results than against documents. In this reproducibility study,
we analyze to what extent these observations still hold in the web search scenario of the current MS MARCO dataset, including the paradigm shift caused by
pre-trained transformers. Our results show that anchor texts still are particularly
helpful for navigational queries, but also that they only very roughly resemble the
characteristics of queries and that they now yield less homogeneous results than
the content of documents. As for retrieval effectiveness, we also evaluate anchor
text from different time frames and include modern baselines in a comparison on
the TREC 2019 and 2020 Deep Learning tracks. Our code and the newly created
large-scale anchor text datasets for the MS MARCO dataset are freely available.
Keywords: Anchor text · MS MARCO · ORCAS · TREC Deep Learning track
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Introduction

Almost from the beginning, search engines have exploited the web’s link structure to
improve their result rankings. But besides the actual links, also the anchor texts (i.e.,
the clickable texts of the links) were an important ranking feature, since they “often
provide more accurate descriptions of web pages than the pages themselves” [2].
The seminal works of Craswell et al. [11] and Eiron and McCurley [24] from 2001
and 2003 examined two important aspects of anchor text. Craswell et al. showed that
anchor text especially helps for navigational queries (i.e., queries to find a specific document [3]). This result explained why commercial search engines heavily used anchor
text even though no positive effect was observed in TREC scenarios [27, 47]: more
than 20% of the traffic of commercial search engines were navigational queries [3], but
hardly any TREC topic was navigational. Eiron and McCurley showed that retrieval
against anchor texts yields more homogeneous results than against documents and that
anchor texts closely resemble the characteristics of queries. This result later inspired
others to use anchor texts as a replacement for proprietary query logs [7, 20, 36, 38].
In the two decades since the studies of Craswell et al. and Eiron and McCurley were
published, the web and the search behavior of users have changed. We thus analyze to
what extent the original findings can be reproduced on current web crawls and query
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logs. Additionally, given the recent success of pre-trained transformers [50], we also
analyze whether anchor text is still a valuable ranking feature or whether it might be
“obsolete” for retrieval pipelines using BERT [42], MonoT5 [43], or DeepCT [18].
As the scenario for our reproducibility study, we employ the MS MARCO dataset
(3.2 and 12 million documents, 367,013 queries with relevance judgments) [15], the
ORCAS query log (18.8 million query-click entries related to MS MARCO documents) [8], and extract anchor texts from Common Crawl snapshots of the last six
years. Our new anchor text datasets contain billions of anchor texts for about 1.7 million
documents from MS MARCO version 1 (about 53% of all documents) and for about
4.82 million documents from MS MARCO version 2 (about 40% of all documents).
The results of our reproducibility study are dichotomous. While we can reproduce
Craswell et al.’s observation that anchor text is particularly helpful for navigational
queries (details in Section 5), we find substantial differences for the results of Eiron
and McCurley. In the MS MARCO scenario, the anchor texts are pretty different to
queries (e.g., number of distinct terms) and retrieval against them yields less (not more)
homogeneous results than against the content of documents (details in Section 4). We
attribute both changes to the fact that Eiron and McCurley conducted their study in the
corporate IBM intranet with queries and anchor texts both formulated by employees
of IBM, whereas, in our reproducibility scenario, we have “arbitrary” searchers and
anchor text authors from the web. In the reproducibility experiments for the study of
Craswell et al., we also evaluate the effectiveness of anchor text from different time
frames and include modern baselines in a comparison on the topics of the TREC 2019
and 2020 Deep Learning tracks. The results still confirm the observation that anchor
text only slightly improves the effectiveness in TREC scenarios [11, 27, 47]. All our
code and data is published under a permissible open-source license.3
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Related Work

Exploiting link structure has a long tradition in IR [16]. Already in 1993, Dunlop and
van Rijsbergen [23] used text referring to non-textual objects like images to retrieve
those non-textual objects for text queries. McBryan [40] refined this process by only including terms from the clickable texts of links: the anchor texts. Anchor texts were later
reported to be heavily used by commercial search engines [2, 24] but had no positive
effect in TREC scenarios [1, 26, 27, 47]. Craswell et al. [11] resolved this dichotomy
by showing that anchor text is particularly useful for navigational queries (i.e., queries
to find a specific document [3]) while hardly any TREC topics were navigational.
After Craswell et al.’s result, dedicated shared tasks like homepage finding or named
page finding evolved [9, 12, 10] and more and more systems incorporated anchor text
for navigational queries. For instance, Westerveld et al. [47] combined anchor text with
a document’s content, URL, and link count and Ogilvie and Callan [44] showed that
anchor text can also be combined with poor performing features without harming the
overall effectiveness for navigational queries. Since links may “rot” over time [34]—
resulting in possibly outdated anchor texts—, several approaches used historical information [17] or importance estimation [22, 41] to weight anchor text. Finally, the anchor
3
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text source and quantity were shown to be very important. Kamps et al. [29] found
that anchor text from the Wikipedia is more effective than anchor text from the general
web while Koolen and Kamps [35] showed that more anchor text led to higher early
precision on the TREC 2009 Web track [6] including 66 navigational subtopics.
Anchor text became an important retrieval feature and also served as a replacement for query logs [24, 20, 36, 7, 38]. But with the recent paradigm shift caused by
transformers [50], large parts of the IR community moved from feature engineering to
neural re-rankers and dense retrieval models [30], e.g., on the MS MARCO datasets in
the TREC Deep Learning tracks [14, 8]. In this new context, we aim to reproduce the
seminal anchor text studies by Craswell et al. [11] and Eiron and McCurley [24].

3

Anchor Text Dataset for MS MARCO

There is no publicly available anchor text dataset for MS MARCO and the documents
themselves are only sparsely linked. To still reproduce the results of Craswell et al.
and Eiron and McCurley on MS MARCO, we extract anchor texts from Common
Crawl snapshots. We randomly select one snapshot from each year from 2016 to 2021
(each containing 1.7–3.4 billion documents) and extract the anchor texts of links to
MS MARCO documents. However, different to the studies of Craswell et al. and Eiron
and McCurley, we do not simply keep all anchor texts but apply several natural filtering steps that were also used previously to remove lower-quality anchor texts [5]. First,
we ignore anchor texts consisting only of anchor text “stop words” (manually selected:
click, read, link, mail, here, open). Second, we ignore anchor texts with more than
10 words since these often resulted from parsing errors. And third, we ignore intra-site
anchor texts (i.e., with the same source and target domain) since anchor text of intersite links is usually more descriptive [41]. These filtering steps remove about 50% of
all anchor texts pointing to MS MARCO documents.
On our Hadoop cluster with 3000 CPU cores, we processed 17.12 billion documents (343 TiB of compressed WARC files) and extracted 8.16 billion anchor texts for
MS MARCO documents. In a first data analysis, we observed that most of the anchor
texts point to only a few very popular documents. To keep the dataset size feasible for
our planned experiments, we decided to min-wise sample 1,000 anchor texts for documents with more than 1,000 anchor texts. Note that this stratified sampling still ensures
that we include all anchor texts for most of the documents (94% for MS MARCO version 1; 97% for version 2) while we downsample for the most popular documents.
Table 1 shows an overview of all extracted anchor texts (column group ‘Anchors’)
and the downsampled subsets for the two MS MARCO versions (‘Sample@V1’ and
‘Sample@V2’). Overall, the combined samples cover 1.70 million documents of version 1 (53 % of all documents) and 4.82 million documents of version 2 (40 %). For
each anchor text, our datasets also contain the source URL, the target URL, and the
MS MARCO ID of the target document. We use these datasets in our reproducibility
study of the main findings of Eiron and McCurley [24] (similarity of anchor text and
queries; cf. Section 4) and of the retrieval effectiveness results of Craswell et al. [11]
(anchor text particularly helps for navigational queries; cf. Section 5).
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Table 1. Overview of our anchor text datasets for MS MARCO. The samples for version 1
and 2 (Sample@V1 / V2) include 1,000 anchor texts min-wise sampled per target document.
Common Crawl Snapshot

2016-07
2017-04
2018-13
2019-47
2020-05
2021-04
P
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Anchors

Sample@V1

Sample@V2

Anchors Docs Cov.

Anchors Docs Cov.

Docs

Size

V1

V2

1.73 b
3.14 b
3.20 b
2.55 b
3.10 b
3.40 b

28.57 TiB
53.95 TiB
67.66 TiB
53.95 TiB
59.94 TiB
78.98 TiB

1.05 b
0.95 b
0.83 b
0.55 b
0.67 b
0.52 b

0.75 b
0.91 b
0.68 b
0.41 b
0.48 b
0.36 b

54.05 m
61.19 m
81.24 m
65.60 m
78.46 m
60.62 m

0.83 m
1.18 m
1.27 m
1.16 m
1.24 m
1.14 m

65.04 m
94.35 m
116.59 m
90.18 m
108.16 m
84.93 m

1.49 m
2.34 m
2.45 m
2.83 m
3.10 m
3.18 m

4.57 b 3.59 b

207.28 m

1.70 m

341.17 m

4.82 m

17.12 b 343.05 TiB

Properties of Anchor Texts, Queries, and Documents

In 2003, Eiron and McCurley [24] studied properties of anchor texts, queries, and documents on an IBM intranet (2.95 million documents, 2.57 million anchor texts, and
1.27 million queries). They found that anchor texts closely resembled query length, that
terms in document titles/bodies and in anchor texts often have different meanings, and
that retrieval against anchor text yielded more homogeneous results than against document content. Eiron and McCurley also conducted a study on retrieval effectiveness but
we do not reproduce their setup without relevance judgments but instead reproduce the
retrieval experiments of Craswell et al. [11] with relevance judgments (cf. Section 5).
Analyzing to what extent the similarity of anchor texts and queries that Eiron and
McCurley observed can be reproduced in a current retrieval scenario is particularly important since the observation had inspired others to replace proprietary query logs by
anchor texts [7, 20, 38]. We repeat the study of Eiron and McCurley on the MS MARCO
version 1 dataset and the ORCAS query log [8] linked to it. Interestingly, in our “modern” web search scenario with about 27 times more anchor texts (81.24 million in the
2018 subset matching the MS MARCO version 1 crawling date) and 15 times more
queries (18.82 million from ORCAS), we obtain some substantially different results.
Number of Distinct Terms. The left plots in Figure 1 show the distributions of the
number of distinct terms per anchor text, query, or document title as reported by Eiron
and McCurley for their IBM dataset (upper plot) and what we observe for MS MARCO
(lower plot). While Eiron and McCurley reported the distributions for anchor texts and
queries as highly similar, we find them to be rather dissimilar on MS MARCO.
To assess the similarity of the distributions, we calculate the symmetric JensenShannon distance [25] for all pairs (right plot of Figure 1; a distance of 0 indicates equal
distributions). The anchor text distributions are very similar for the MS MARCO and
the IBM data (distance of 0.099) as are the distributions of anchor texts and queries for
the IBM data (0.14). However, on the MS MARCO data, anchor texts and queries are
more dissimilar (0.28) probably mainly due to the more “web-like” query distribution:
the IBM query distribution is pretty different to the ORCAS queries (distance of 0.34;
most IBM queries have one term, most ORCAS queries have three terms, etc.).
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Figure 1. (Left) Distributions of the number of distinct terms in anchor texts, queries, document titles, and aggregated anchor texts (all anchors combined that point to a document) on the
IBM data and MS MARCO. (Right) Jensen-Shannon distance of all pairs (0 means identical).

Frequent Terms. Eiron and McCurley also compared the 16 most frequent terms in
document titles, queries, and anchor texts and found that these are rather different. Some
terms like ’of’ are frequent in all types but most terms frequent in one type are rare in
the other types. Eiron and McCurley then argued that the different frequencies indicate
that anchor texts should be kept separate and not mixed with document content such
that methods depending on term frequencies could better exploit the different contexts
of a term’s frequencies. We can confirm the observed substantial differences also for the
MS MARCO scenario. For example, the frequent terms ‘you’, ‘it’, and ‘are’ for titles,
‘meaning’, ‘online’, and ‘free’ for ORCAS queries, as well as ‘home’, ‘university’, or
‘website’ for anchor texts very rarely occur in the other types.
Search Result Homogeneity. Eiron and McCurley reported that most of the queries
in their log were navigational (e.g., benefits or travel to find respective IBM guidelines) and that matching queries in the document content tended to retrieve results for
every possible meaning of the query terms while matching only in the anchor texts
retrieved more homogeneous results—but in an experiment with only 14 queries.
On 10,000 randomly sampled ORCAS queries, we follow the setup of Eiron and
McCurley: we rank the MS MARCO documents by either matching their anchor texts
or their content, we remove queries with less than 800 results (7,962 queries remain),
and we measure the results’ homogeneity using the method of Kilgarriff and Rose [33]
to compute the mean Jensen-Shannon distances; distributions shown in Table 2 (a).
In contrast to Eiron and McCurley, we observe that retrieval against document content yields more homogeneous results than against anchor text (cf. Table 2 (c); content
yields more homogeneous results for more than 6,700 queries). For example, the top100 content-based results for the query kelly clarkson fan club all refer to Kelly
Clarkson while the anchor text-based results are more “diverse” (cf. the excerpts in Table 2 (b)). An explanation for the difference to the observation of Eiron and McCurley
probably is twofold: (1) our large-scale dataset has rather diverse authors and queries
from different searchers while in the IBM data anchor text writers and searchers probably were IBM employees with experience in intranet search, and, probably more importantly, (2) Eiron and McCurley have experimented with 14 queries only.
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Table 2. Homogeneity of anchor text- and content-based search results: (a) mean Jensen-Shannon
distance, (b) result excerpts for query with largest distance, (c) number of queries with significantly more (↑) or less (↓) homogeneous content-based results.
(a) Distributions of Mean JS Distance.

(b) Ranking excerpts for query kelly clarkson fan club.
Index: Anchor Mean JS Distance: 0.32
Rank
Page Description
1
2
3.
.
.
98
99
100

Homepage of Kelly Clarkson
Wikipedia article about Kelly Clarkson
Overview of Latest News on Kelly Clarkson
Statistics on the american movie icon Grace Kelly
Job openings page by company kelly services
Login Page to facebook

Index: Content

(c) Significant Differences.
p-value
0.05
0.01
0.001

5

↑

↓

↔

6,770 1,121 71
6,764 1,113 85
6,748 1,098 116

1
2
3.
.
.
98
99
100

Mean JS Distance: 0.13

News article about Kelly Clarkson’s career
Wikipedia article about a single by Kelly Clarkson
IMDb biography of Kelly Clarkson
News article about released album by Kelly Clarkson
Review of Kelly Clarkson’s show at American Idol
Article about weight gain of Kelly Clarkson

Anchor Text and Retrieval Effectiveness

We compare the retrieval effectiveness against the MS MARCO anchor text datasets
with traditional and modern content-based retrieval models for navigational queries to
reproduce the result of Craswell et al. [11] (that anchor text particularly helps for navigational queries) but we also further extend the experiment to informational queries
from the TREC Deep Learning tracks [14, 13, 15].
5.1

Navigational Queries for MS Marco

Craswell et al. [11] constructed 300 navigational queries split into three parts to demonstrate the effectiveness of anchor text for web search. In a web crawl with 18.5 million
documents, they constructed 100 navigational queries pointing to random entry pages
and 100 navigational queries pointing to popular entry pages randomly selected from
Yahoo! (i.e., a manually maintained list of popular entry pages). Additionally, they constructed 100 navigational queries pointing to academic persons or institutions in a crawl
of 0.4 million documents from the domain of the Australian National University (we
omit those academic queries from our reproduction to focus on general web search).
We construct 200 navigational topics following the methodology of Craswell et al.
[11]. Therefore, we extract all MS MARCO documents that potentially are entry pages
based on their URLs using the rules by Westerveld et al. [47] that the URL-path of
documents must be equal to index.html or the empty string, providing us with 92,562
candidates. From our entry page candidates, we selected 100 documents at random to
construct queries pointing to random entry pages. To obtain queries pointing at popular
entry pages, we selected 100 documents at random from the entry page candidates
whose domains are listed in the Alexa top-1000 ranking of 2018. Finally, we construct
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our 200 navigational queries by manually inspecting the selected target document and
formulating a query that searchers would likely use for this target page. Due to our
topic construction, we can not include retrieval algorithms into our evaluation that use
the URL or the Alexa rank as features because we used both for the topic construction.
We transfer our topics that we have created for MS MARCO version 1 to
MS MARCO version 2 by identifying whether the URL is present in MS MARCO version 2 and checking that the page has not changed, i.e., that the same navigational query
still applies. With this approach, we can directly reuse models trained on MS MARCO
version 1 on version 2 without risking train test leakage or train models anew.
5.2

Retrieval Models and Training

We use 18 retrieval models to reproduce the work of Craswell et al. [11] on the effectiveness of anchor text for navigational queries, inspecting novel retrieval models, covering
six years of anchor text. Seven of those models use only the anchor text crawled at
different points in time to create rankings with BM25. From our 11 models for comparison, six solely use the document’s content, while the remaining five use combinations
of the ORCAS query log [8], our anchor text, and the document’s title and body.
All but two of the 11 retrieval models that we use for comparison against anchor
text employ novel approaches (DeepCT [18, 19], MonoBERT [42], MonoT5 [43], and
LambdaMART [4]) that did not exist during the evaluation of Craswell et al. [11]. Especially DeepCT, which predicts the importance of terms in their context, is an interesting
novel approach because it can use traditional TREC-style relevance labels, query logs,
or anchor text as its term-importance scores for training. Hence, we train three different DeepCT models and compare the term importance scores assigned by those three
models as an additional case study for the similarity of anchor text to query logs. Altogether, our setup expands the work by Craswell et al. [11] who compared two retrieval
models (BM25 on the content vs. BM25 on the anchor text) with novel aspects because
we include modern models and evaluate the effectiveness of anchor text over time.
We use the Anserini toolkit [49] to implement our retrieval experiments. Following Craswell et al. [11], we do not tune the parameters of BM25 for our experiments,
keeping them at Anserini’s defaults (k=0.9 and b=0.4). We preprocess queries and
the indexed text by stemming with the porter stemmer and stopword removal using
Lucene’s default stopwords for English. For re-ranking documents using MonoT5 and
MonoBERT, we follow Nogueira et al. [43] and omit stemming and stopword removal.
For all rankers, We break score ties within runs using alphanumeric ordering by document ID implemented in Anserini [49] (given random document IDs, this leads to a
random distribution regarding other document properties such as the text length [37]).
BM25 on Anchor Text. Following Craswell et al. [11], we concatenate all anchor
texts pointing to the same target page and index only this aggregated anchor text. We
create dedicated Anserini indexes [49] for all 14 anchor text samples (see Table 1). With
this anchor text retrieval, we mimic the corresponding baseline of Craswell et al. [11]
with the novel aspect that we have multiple indexes covering six years of anchor text.
BM25 on Content. Mimicking the corresponding baseline by Craswell et al. [11],
we concatenate the title and body of the documents and index them with Anserini [49].
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Table 3. (a) Overview of the term importance datasets for DeepCT. (b) Pairwise comparison of
term importance datasets on MS MARCO in terms of correlations (Kendall’s τ , Pearson’s ρ) and
Jaccard similarity (J) according to the ORCAS query log (ORCAS), the official training data
(Train), and our extracted anchor text from the Common Crawl union 2016–2021 (Anchor).
(a) Overview of our Term-Importance Datasets.
Term Importance Dataset Docs Passages Empty
Anchor
ORCAS
Train

1.43 m 11.64 m 2.02 m
0.88 m 8.17 m 0.92 m
0.25 m 2.08 m 0.29 m

(b) Comparison of Importance Scores.
τ

ρ

J

ORCAS vs. Anchor 0.39 0.61 0.53
ORCAS vs. Train
0.35 0.46 0.51
Anchor vs. Train
0.26 0.41 0.45

DeepCT on Content. DeepCT [18, 19] estimates the importance of terms in their
context, removing unimportant terms while including multiple copies of important
terms. Therefore, DeepCT is precision-oriented, making it a promising novel baseline
for navigational queries. We train three DeepCT models on the official relevance judgments of version 1 of MS MARCO, the ORCAS query log, and our new anchor text.
We follow Dai and Callan [18] and use the fraction of queries respectively anchor
texts of a document containing a term as the importance of that term in the document. Hence, we construct three datasets, obtaining the term importance for training
from (1) queries in the official training data, (2) queries in the ORCAS query log, and
(3) anchor text in our new anchor text sample. We ensure that our training data has no
train/test leakage to our navigational topics by removing all documents with queries
or anchor text having a term from our navigational topics. This filtering step identifies 270,511 documents that might cause a train/test leakage that we remove from all
three datasets, providing us with 1,432,621 training documents for anchor text, 249,046
training documents for the official training data, and 876,950 training documents for
the ORCAS query log (see Table 3a for a detailed overview of our three datasets).
Our three training datasets allow us to compare the term importance scores assigned
by queries to those given by anchor texts as novel aspect to study their similarity. Table 3b shows a pairwise comparison. We report the Jaccard similarity of terms with nonzero importance and the correlation between the term-importance scores as Kendalls τ
and Pearsons ρ. All our reported measures show that the ORCAS query log and our
anchor text is the combination with the highest similar term importance scores.
We train our three DeepCT models with the implementation by Dai and Callan
[18], process documents using PyTerrier [39], and index the processed documents with
Anserini [49]. We follow the suggestions by Dai and Callan [19] and train each DeepCT
model with a maximum input length of 512 tokens for 100 k steps with a batch size
of 16 and a learning rate of 2e − 5 and split documents (title concatenated to the body)
into passages of approximately 250 terms since fixed-size passages of 200–300 words
are more effective than natural passages [31]. We use the TREC CAsT Tools4 to split
documents into passages. For inference, we process and concatenate all passages, and
index the concatenated passages into Anserini indexes on which we retrieve with BM25.
4

https://github.com/grill-lab/trec-cast-tools
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MonoBERT on Content. Transformer-based re-rankers caused a paradigm shift
in natural language processing and information retrieval [50]. Hence, we use MonoBERT [42], the first application of the well-known BERT [21] transformer to documentranking, as a novel comparison baseline. We re-rank the top-100 documents retrieved by
BM25 on the documents’ content with the MonoBERT implementation of PyGaggle5
using the default trained MonoBERT model castorini/monobert-large-msmarco, using
the the maximum score of a passage as document score.
MonoT5 on Content. We use MonoT5 [43] to re-rank the top-100 documents retrieved by BM25 on the documents’ content as a novel baseline on our navigational
topics. MonoT5 classifies the relevance of a document to a given query using the
sequence-to-sequence transformer T5 [45] and outperforms MonoBERT in experiments
on MS MARCO and Robust04 [50]. We use the maximum score of a passage as the document score and use the implementation of MonoT5 provided in PyGaggle using the
default trained MonoT5 model castorini/monot5-base-msmarco.
BM25 on ORCAS. We use the ORCAS query log [8] as a ranking baseline to continue our comparison of anchor text with query logs. We concatenate all queries clicked
for the same target document and index these aggregated queries with Anserini [49].
The ORCAS query log is currently only available for version 1 of MS MARCO since
it might cause train/test leakage for version 2 of MS MARCO in the 2021 TREC Deep
Learning track.6 Still, those concerns regarding train/test leakage do not apply to our
situation, so we reuse the ORCAS query log on version 2 of MS MARCO.
LambdaMART. To study the effectiveness of anchor text in combination with other
text types, we train four LambdaMART [4] models on different selections of features
using the official training and validation labels for version 1 of the MS MARCO document collection. LambdaMART is the state-of-the-art feature-based learning to rank
model [4, 28, 48], allowing us to analyze whether the observation that anchor text adds
only small or no effectiveness in TREC style shared tasks [24] still holds. Overall,
we calculate 32 features that come from four types of text: (1) our anchors, (2) ORCAS, (3) the title, and (4) the body. For each of the four text types, we calculate 8 features using Anserini [49] (TF, TF · IDF, BM25, F2exp, QL, QLJM, PL2, and SPL).
We use LightGBM [32] to train four LambdaMART models on different selections
of features: (1) using all 32 features (λ-MART@BTOA), (2) using body, title, and
ORCAS (λ-MART@BTO), (3) using body, title, and the union of our anchor text (λMART@BTA), and (4) using only body and title (λ-MART@BT).
5.3

Evaluation

We experimentally compare the effectiveness of the 18 retrieval models on version 1
and version 2 of the document collection of MS MARCO. First, we reproduce the work
of Craswell et al. [11] using our new 200 navigational topics, adding novel aspects
to our reproduction with new baselines and evaluating the effectiveness of anchor text
over time. Finally, we evaluate the 18 retrieval models on 43 + 45 informational topics
5
6

https://github.com/castorini/pygaggle
https://microsoft.github.io/msmarco/TREC-Deep-Learning.html
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Random@V1

Popular@V1

MRR R@3 R@10

MRR R@3 R@10

MRR R@3 R@10

MRR R@3 R@10

Anchor

BM25@2016-07
BM25@2017-04
BM25@2018-13
BM25@2019-47
BM25@2020-05
BM25@2021-04
BM25@16–21

0.61
0.63
0.70
0.63
0.63
0.63
0.74

0.63
0.70
0.76
0.74
0.72
0.73
0.83

0.68
0.73
0.82
0.78
0.79
0.77
0.89

0.62
0.59
0.54
0.58
0.55
0.54
0.55

0.72
0.67
0.65
0.69
0.66
0.66
0.66

0.83
0.84
0.81
0.84
0.86
0.80
0.84

0.56
0.59
0.62
0.59
0.56
0.50
0.67

0.61
0.68
0.68
0.62
0.64
0.54
0.73

0.64
0.70
0.77
0.76
0.71
0.64
0.85

0.57
0.48
0.47
0.49
0.45
0.46
0.39

0.64
0.56
0.54
0.57
0.53
0.55
0.48

0.80
0.73
0.77
0.78
0.74
0.73
0.70

Content

BM25@Content
DeepCT@Anchor
DeepCT@ORCAS
DeepCT@Train
MonoT5
MonoBERT

0.21
0.43
0.38
0.27
0.39
0.35

0.24
0.46
0.42
0.28
0.43
0.37

0.36
0.58
0.57
0.44
0.53
0.51

0.02
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02

0.02
0.03
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.03
0.08
0.09
0.05
0.05
0.05

0.21
0.43
0.36
0.32
0.38
0.36

0.22
0.49
0.40
0.34
0.43
0.41

0.42
0.66
0.60
0.49
0.57
0.56

0.02
0.04
0.05
0.03
0.04
0.01

0.01
0.03
0.04
0.02
0.04
0.01

0.04
0.13
0.10
0.08
0.08
0.02

Other

Table 4. Overview of the mean reciprocal rank (MRR), recall at 3 (R@3), and recall at 10 (R@10)
on 100 queries pointing to random entry pages and 100 queries pointing to popular entry pages
on version 1 (V1) and version 2 of MS Marco (V2). The highest scores per group are bold.
Random@V2

Popular@V2

BM25@ORCAS
λ-MART@BTOA
λ-MART@BTO
λ-MART@BTA
λ-MART@BT

0.60
0.48
0.41
0.43
0.27

0.64
0.55
0.49
0.51
0.31

0.70
0.63
0.57
0.61
0.46

0.28
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.04

0.32
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.03

0.43
0.18
0.17
0.19
0.09

0.56
0.52
0.49
0.55
0.40

0.59
0.57
0.55
0.62
0.44

0.66
0.77
0.65
0.75
0.60

0.28
0.12
0.08
0.14
0.05

0.33
0.12
0.10
0.15
0.05

0.44
0.21
0.14
0.24
0.08

judged in the TREC Deep Learning track of 2019 and 2020. We report all significance
tests using p ≤ 0.05 and include the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.
Retrieval Effectiveness for Navigational Queries. Table 4 shows the retrieval effectiveness in terms of the mean reciprocal rank (MRR), Recall@3, and Recall@10 for
our 200 navigational topics on version 1 and version 2 of MS MARCO. Craswell et al.
[11] report that anchor text achieves a statistically significant better MRR than the content. We can reproduce that anchor text achieves statistically significant improvements
over methods using the documents’ content, even for modern approaches.
For queries pointing to random entry pages, we observe that combining the anchor
text of all years (BM25@16–21) achieves the best MRR of 0.74 on version 1 because
this combination covers on average 0.56 million documents more than each single anchor text snapshot (see Table 1). While the MRR for single anchor text snapshots varies
between 0.61 for 2016 and 0.70 for 2018, all anchor text approaches have a statistically
significant higher MRR than DeepCT trained on anchor text, which achieves with an
MRR of 0.43 the best performance among approaches retrieving solely on the document’s content. Still, recent improvements in information retrieval are visible on our
navigational topics, since DeepCT trained on anchor text, DeepCT trained on the ORCAS query log, MonoT5, MonoBERT, and three of the LambdaMART models improve
statistically significant upon the MRR of 0.21 achieved by the BM25 retrieval on the
content. BM25 on ORCAS improves statistically significantly upon all content-only
models, even reaching the MRR scores of some anchor text samples. Still, the anchor
text from 2018 and from 2016–2021 significantly improve upon ORCAS. Our results,
which we observe similar on version 2 of MS MARCO, confirm the results by Craswell
et al. [11] that anchor text is well suited for queries pointing to random entry-pages.
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Table 5. (a) Overview of the effectiveness of anchor text on our navigational topics over the
crawling period between 2016 and 2021. (b) Overview of the retrieval effectiveness on the TREC
Deep Learning topics from 2019 and 2020 where we report nDCG@10 and nDCG@20.
(a) Effectiveness of Anchor Text over Time.
MS Marco V1 (Crawled 2018)

DL 2019

Anchor

0.80

0.37
0.39
0.35
0.34
0.38
0.35
0.41

0.32
0.35
0.33
0.31
0.35
0.32
0.38

0.28
0.29
0.27
0.27
0.30
0.30
0.34

0.24
0.27
0.25
0.25
0.28
0.26
0.32

BM25@Content
DeepCT@Anchor
DeepCT@ORCAS
DeepCT@Train
MonoT5
MonoBERT

0.51
0.53
0.52
0.54
0.68
0.67

0.50
0.54
0.53
0.53
0.64
0.63

0.53
0.55
0.54
0.51
0.62
0.63

0.53
0.53
0.54
0.52
0.63
0.62

BM25@ORCAS
λ-MART@BTOA
λ-MART@BTO
λ-MART@BTA
λ-MART@BT

0.45
0.59
0.57
0.57
0.57

0.41
0.55
0.55
0.54
0.55

0.36
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.56

0.33
0.57
0.58
0.57
0.56

0.75
1.00

MS Marco V2 (Crawled 2021)

Recall@10

0.95

0.90

0.85

0.80

0.75

2016

2017

2018

Year

2019

2020

2021

nDCG@20

BM25@2016-07
BM25@2017-04
BM25@2018-13
BM25@2019-47
BM25@2020-05
BM25@2021-04
BM25@16–21

0.90

0.85

DL 2020

nDCG@10 nDCG@20 nDCG@10

Content

0.95

Recall@10

(b) Effectiveness on the TREC Deep Learning Topics.

Topics
Random
Popular

Other

1.00

For queries pointing to popular entry pages, all BM25 models retrieving on anchor
text outperform all other retrieval models statistically significant. BM25 on the ORCAS
query log follows with an MRR of 0.28 (both on version 1 and 2) which is significantly
better than all non-anchor text methods, again highlighting some similarity of anchor
text to query logs. Interestingly, we find that in almost all cases (the anchor text sample of 2016 being the only exception), queries pointing to popular entry pages are less
effective than queries pointing to random entry pages. This observation contradicts the
results by Craswell et al. [11] who reported an MRR of 0.45 (anchor) and 0.23 (content) for queries pointing to random entry pages, while queries pointing to popular
entry pages achieve an higher MRR of 0.72 (anchor) and 0.37 (content). We manually
inspected rankings and found the reason for this behavior in the fact that popular entry
pages are the main subject of many articles with many occurrences of query terms.
Retrieval Effectiveness of Anchor Text over Time. To analyze the impact of the
crawling time on the effectiveness of anchor text, we try to mitigate the effects of the
crawler by removing all topics for which one of our anchor text samples retrieves less
than 100 documents. This filtering step removes 47 of our 200 topics for version 1
(27 for random entry pages, 20 for popular entry pages) and 53 of our 200 topics for
version 2 (34 for random entry pages, 19 for popular entry pages). The plot in Table 5a
shows the effectiveness of anchor text between 2016 and 2021 for our remaining topics. The crawling time has only some negligible impact on the effectiveness for queries
pointing to popular entry pages because popular pages obtain much anchor text and
rarely change. On the other side, the crawling timestamp has a large impact on queries
pointing to random entry pages. In particular, we observe a performance peak at 2018
with a Recall@10 in version 1 of 0.95 because version 1 of MS MARCO was crawled
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in 2018. We also observe this peek in version 2 (crawled in 2021) because we transferred our topics from version 1 to version 2. Hence, our topics have a bias towards
2018 because we sampled the random entry pages in 2018. This bias exemplifies that
the crawling time of anchor text has some relationship to the crawling time of the documents in the collection and to the query formulation time.
Retrieval Effectiveness for Informational Queries. We evaluate the effectiveness
of our 18 retrieval models on informational queries using the TREC deep learning tracks
of 2019 [14] and 2020 [13] on version 1 of MS MARCO (judgments for version 2 are
not yet available). Since some of our retrieval models did not participate in the judgment
pools, we removed all unjudged documents from the rankings to mitigate bias against
those retrieval models as suggested by Sakai [46]. Table 5b shows the results in terms
of nDCG@10 and nDCG@20. Unsurprisingly, modern transformers achieve the best
scores, with MonoT5 reaching an nDCG@10 of 0.68 and MonoBERT reaching 0.67
in 2019. Our trained DeepCT models improve upon BM25, where DeepCT trained on
anchor text performs similar to DeepCT trained on the ORCAS query log. All retrieval
models solely using anchor text or the ORCAS query log—in contrast to their excellent
effectiveness on navigational queries—are outperformed by BM25 on the content of
the documents. Still, more anchor text is more effective, with the union of all anchor
texts (BM25@16–21) achieving the best nDCG scores among all anchor text methods,
almost reaching the effectiveness of ORCAS. While anchor text and the ORCAS query
log are ineffective alone, our LambdaMART models show that they slightly improve
nDCG@10 when compared to LambdaMART models that only use the body and title of
documents (λ-MART@BTOA has an nDCG@10 of 0.59 while λ-MART@BT has 0.57
in 2019). Overall, our experiments confirm earlier observations [24] that anchor text is
not effective in TREC style shared tasks covering exclusively informational queries.

6

Conclusion

In the scenario of the MS MARCO dataset, we have successfully reproduced the result
of Craswell et al. [11] that anchor text is very effective for navigational queries. Trying to also reproduce the other seminal anchor text study of Eiron and McCurley [24]
led to rather different results. We found that the term distributions of anchor texts and
queries today are rather dissimilar and that retrieval against anchor text now yields less
homogeneous results than retrieval against the document content.
Besides the above positive and negative reproducibility results, another important
result of our study is that transformer-based approaches, be it in re-ranking scenarios or
in the DeepCT context of estimating term importance, are less effective for navigational
queries than a “basic” anchor text-oriented BM25 retrieval. Identifying navigational
queries and for them switching to anchor text-based retrieval instead of neural models
might thus improve the retrieval effectiveness of a general retrieval system. However,
in the popular TREC Deep Learning tracks, the impact will be rather limited since the
Deep Learning tracks do not involve navigational queries.
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